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Kirito awakens in a vast, fantastical forest filled with towering trees. In his search for clues to the

truth of his surroundings, he encounters a young boy who seems to know him. He ought to be a

simple NPC, but the depth of his emotions seem no different than a human. As they search for the

boy's parents, Kirito finds a peculiar memory returning to him. A memory from his own childhood, of

this boy and a girl, too, with golden hair, and a name he should have never forgotten--Alice.
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Reki Kawahara is an award winning author best known for his light novel series, Sword Art Online

and Accel World.

So we've finally moved past the anime and entered the Alicization arc. These light novels actually

just ended in Japan and I am avoiding spoilers. The next volume is set to release in March.Without

spoilers, this is a very interesting book that starts like many traditional RPGs: with lots of mystery.

The story revolves around Kirito, Eugeo, and Alice in a land called Underworld in a small village.

Oddly enough it seems Kirito only has memories of living in this realm since he was young. Strange

indeed!The story is fresh and unencumbered by past events. It's almost like reading a Gaiden story

(made up alternate reality story)... but perhaps this ties in with the previous events after all... Who

knows? I'm not telling!So begins what promises to be a story arc with tons of action, danger,



friendship, betrayal, love, and hate.IF YOU ARE AN SAO FAN YOU NEED TO READ

THIS!!!Kawahara-san is a talented young adult author and his characters are always amazing. The

translation is generally high quality with just a smattering of syntax or tense errors - but obviously

professionally translated (not Google translated lol!).Good stuff! And I also recommend the SAO

novels 1-8 and especially the SAO Progressive light novel series.

Reki Kawahara is an excellent storyteller. SAO light novels have rekindled my love for these

characters with awesome plot lines and an ever-changing setting (SAO, ALO, GGO, and now the

Underworld). Any fan of the anime would love these novels and anybody interested in virtual reality

and dystopian novels who haven't seen the show - check both out!

I'm only done with the first 100 pages but this book is probably his best written out of the series so

far as I sure the next 9 will be since they deal with the Alicization Arc. All I can say is this series of

10+ light novels in the SAO franchise will probably be his magnum opus. He got away from his

previous works in this series of SAO light novels while mentioning each one briefly which is

important. I think the first 8 are vital to set up the main core of characters and develop Kirito/Kazuto

into the person he is in this novel. Kirito may take center stage in the first 4-5 novels of this arc but

it's peppered with his friends and we will see them becoming more important while he takes a back

seat. Because I believe he will become a hero turned victim in need of rescue.

Great condition

My 13 year old loves these books. I would recommend if you have a teenage who like the show.

Still enjoy this series as it continues to develop.

good quality and great story

Excelent
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